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Insurance Agents 
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Company, Docket No. No. 1:09-cv-02754, __ F. Supp. 2d __ (D. Md. 
2010) 

Prior AALU Washington Reports: 09-95; 09-69; 06-42; 06-38; 04-29; 04-28; 04-27 
 
MDRT Information Retrieval Index Nos.: 5400; 6510; 7400 
 

SEE THE CIRCULAR 230 DISCLAIMERS APPENDED TO  
THE CONCLUSION OF THIS WASHINGTON REPORT. 

A federal District Court in Maryland, in Trice, Geary & Myers, LLC, et. al., v. 
CAMICO Mutual Insurance Company, Docket No. No. 1:09-cv-02754, __ F. Supp. 2d 
__ (D. Md. 2010), has granted summary judgment to the defendant CAMICO Mutual 
Insurance Company (CAMICO) in a suit by accounting professionals (the insureds) to 
compel CAMICO to defend them against claims arising out of their promotion and sale 
of a defined benefit pension (DBP) plan funded by Hartford life insurance policies.  
The court determined that CAMICO was not required to defend or indemnify the 
insureds from claims arising out of their activities as agents of Hartford, which were 
excepted from the policy by a Special Exclusion Endorsement.   

Trice, Geary & Myers, LLC (“TGM”), an accounting firm, and Kevin E. Myers, a CPA and 
principal of TGM, sued CAMICO Mutual Insurance Company (“CAMICO”), an accountants’ professional 
liability insurer, for breach of contract under their liability policy (the “Policy”) and for a declaratory 
judgment on the duty to defend. CAMICO counterclaimed for declaratory judgment on the duty to 
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indemnify. The court granted CAMICO’s motion for summary judgment, and denied summary judgment 
to TGM and Myers.  

The CAMICO claims arose out of an underlying action by Thomas R. Ruark and affiliated entities 
against Hartford Life & Annuity Insurance Company (“Hartford”) and others in Maryland state court for 
claims arising from the sale of a defined benefit pension plan funded by Hartford life insurance policies (the 
“DBP Plan”) to Baja Holdings in September 2003. The Hartford Defendants, who did not include TGM and 
Myers, allegedly marketed the DBP Plan to Baja Holdings as a way to obtain significant tax benefits under 
Section 412(i) of the Internal Revenue Code. Though Myers and TGM were not defendants, the complaint 
alleged that Myers -- acting as a TGM accountant and tax advisor -- recommended the DBP Plan to Ruark 
and Baja Holding without disclosing that he was a Hartford agent and would receive a commission from the 
sale.  Relying on Myer’s tax advice, Baja Holdings purchased the DBP Plan (“the Baja Policy”) and 
established Baja DBP to be funded through life insurance policies purchased from Hartford.   

In 2004, the IRS made several rulings and proposed regulations about funding 412(i) plans with life 
insurance. See Prop. Regs. revising Regs. §§  1.79-1, 1.83-3, and 1.402(a)-1; Rev. Proc. 2004-16; Rev. Rul. 
2004-20; and Rev. Rul. 2004-2, discussed in our Bulletins Nos. 04-27, 04-28, and 04-29.  The complaint 
alleges that Myers “acting as [an] agent[ ] of Hartford . . . wrongly represented to [the Hartford] Plaintiffs 
that the Revenue Rulings would not affect them,” which allegedly induced Ruark and Baja Holdings to pay 
Hartford additional premiums and file tax returns without the required forms for a “listed transaction. As a 
result of the Hartford Defendants’ alleged misrepresentations, the Hartford Plaintiffs incurred substantial 
audit-related expenses and may be liable for impermissible deductions taken in connection with the Baja 
Policy.   

In January 2009, Myers and TGM learned that Ruark and his affiliates intended to pursue claims 
against them for the Baja Policy transaction unless a settlement was negotiated. Myers and TGM gave 
notice to CAMICO of these “potential claims” under the Policy.  On February 13, 2009, CAMICO 
informed Myers and TGM that it “owe[d] no coverage obligation under the Policy in connection with [that] 
claim.”  CAMICO explained that any accounting and financial services provided by Myers associated with 
the sale of the Baja Policy had been in his capacity as an agent of Hartford.  Thus, his activities were 
outside the scope of “professional services” covered by the Policy and within the “Special Exclusion 
Endorsement.”  Under the Policy’s Special Exclusion Endorsement, activities “performed by an [i]nsured in 
his/her capacity as an agent or broker for the placement or renewal of insurance products or for the sale of 
annuities” were not considered to be “professional services.” 

Ruark and his affiliates eventually filed suit against TGM and Myers for negligence and negligent 
misrepresentation in connection with the Baja Policy transaction.  A second suit was filed, by unrelated 
plaintiffs, against TGM and Myers with essentially the same claims.  CAMICO refused to defend TGM and 
Myers against either suit.  Thereafter, on September 14, 2009, TGM and Myers sued CAMICO in 
Wicomico County Circuit Court for breach of contract and a declaration of CAMICO’s obligation under the 
Policy to defend TGM and Myers in the underlying actions.  

The court, in granting CAMICO’s motion for summary judgment, relied on the unambiguous 
language of the Policy (the Special Exclusion Endorsement) and on an examination of the underlying 
complaints in the negligence actions.  With respect to the latter, the court noted:  

“An examination of the underlying complaints shows that all the [insureds’] alleged acts and 
omissions -- even those arguably made in their sole capacity as accountants and financial advisors -- 
were connected with the DBP Plan sales. Because the allegations against Myers and TGM in the 
underlying complaints are all ‘in connection with or arising out of” activities excluded by the 
Special Exclusion Endorsement, CAMICO has no duty to defend and is entitled to summary 
judgment.”  [Footnotes omitted.] 
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We note that there are a number of cases pending that are based, in whole or in part, on claims 

against insurers and their agents and/or advisors for the sale an promotion of section 412(i) DBP Plans.  In 
some of these cases, the courts have granted motions to dismiss against some of the plaintiffs in part 
because the plans were promoted and sold prior to the issuance of the 2004 rulings and subsequent 
guidance.  See, e.g., Berry v. Indianapolis Life Insurance Company, discussed in our Bulletin No. 09-95 
and Patel v. Pacific Life Insurance Company, discussed in our Bulletin No. 09-69.  Compare Kennard v. 
Indianapolis Life Insurance Company, in which the court, on similar alleged facts, refused to grant 
dismissal.  (See our Bulletins Nos. 06-38 and 06-42.)   

Since the facts in the cases underlying the CAMICO decision discussed in this Washington Report 
(which we emphasize are at this point only allegations) similarly arose prior to the issuance of the 2004 
rulings, it is not possible at this time to predict the ultimate outcome of either the Hartford case or the 
negligence cases against CAMICO’s insureds. 

Any AALU member who wishes to obtain a copy of Trice, Geary & Myers, LLC, et. al., v. 
CAMICO Mutual Insurance Company, may do so through the following means: (1) use hyperlink above 
next to “Major References,” (2) log onto the AALU website at www.aalu.org and enter the Member Portal 
with your last name and birth date and select Current Washington Report for linkage to source material or (3) 
email Anthony Raglani at raglani@aalu.org and include a reference to this Washington Report. 

 
In order to comply with requirements imposed by the IRS which may apply to the Washington Report as 

distributed or as re-circulated by our members, please be advised of the following: 

THE ABOVE ADVICE WAS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN TO BE USED, AND IT CANNOT 
BE USED, BY YOU FOR THE PURPOSES OF AVOIDING ANY PENALTY THAT MAY BE 

IMPOSED BY THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE. 

In the event that this Washington Report is also considered to be a “marketed opinion” within the meaning 
of the IRS guidance, then, as required by the IRS, please be further advised of the following: 

 

THE ABOVE ADVICE WAS NOT WRITTEN TO SUPPORT THE PROMOTIONS OR 
MARKETING OF THE TRANSACTIONS OR MATTERS ADDRESSED BY THE WRITTEN 
ADVICE, AND, BASED ON THE PARTICULAR CIRCUMSTANCES, YOU SHOULD SEEK 

ADVICE FROM AN INDEPENDENT TAX ADVISOR. 
 

 

                                                                             
The mission of AALU is to promote, preserve and protect advanced life insurance planning  

for the benefit of our members, their clients, the industry and the general public. 
 

For more information about how AALU’s advocacy efforts help protect your business and the 
advanced life insurance marketplace, visit our website at www.aalu.org, or  

call toll free 1-(888)-275-0092. 
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